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three mainstays of our efforts. Each month our priorities
may shift slightly, but these values remain the core of
everything that we do.
We recently hosted the second annual Kanata North
Career Fair. The event is organized annually with the
intent to assist our local companies in their recruitment
needs, and highlight the incredible career opportunities
in Kanata North. With 36 companies participating and
over 1100 job seekers in attendance, it was a busy day
of recruiting. This bodes well for the local economy, as
do our competitive economic factors, and unrivalled
standard of living. We often forget how lucky we are.
Kanata North offers short commute times, incredible
career opportunities, access to nature and recreational
activities—and the thrill of the Ottawa Senators hockey
games as well.
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Next time you get into “traffic” in Kanata and are running
late for a meeting, give thought to the alternative. We
are very lucky.
We hope you enjoy this issue.
As always, please never hesitate to reach out if we can
be of assistance to you, and your business.
Sincerely,

Jenna Sudds
Executive Director,
Kanata North BIA
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experience brookstreet
276 four-diamond guestrooms Modern conference & business meeting facilities
Inspired cuisine at Perspectives Restaurant Options Jazz Lounge with live jazz every evening
Au Natural Spa Flex Fitness Studio Indoor and outdoor saltwater pools
Zone 525 interactive games room B Café serving Starbucks coffee

Five Twenty Five Legget Drive | Ottawa Ontario K2K 2W2
613.271.1800 | brookstreet.com

/Brookstreet

@ BrookstreetOtt

experience the marshes
The Marshes 18-hole championship golf course designed by Robert Trent Jones Jr. & Sr.
European PGA approved 9-hole short course, Marchwood Modern meeting facilities
Eclectic dining at Ironstone Grill Jones Lounge for social gatherings
Enjoy Thirsty Thursdays with the Dueling Pianos

Three Twenty Terry Fox Drive | Ottawa Ontario K2K 3L1
613.271.3370 | themarshesgolfclub.com
/MarshesGolfClub
@MarshesGolfClubt

We specialize in customizing group benefit
and pension solutions for businesses of any
size. With our hands-on approach dealing with
the business owner, Human Resources personnel
and employees, we have become industry leaders
for group and pension in eastern Ontario.
Our approach also ensures that business
owners and employees benefit from these
programs. We work with you to confirm
that individual planning coincides with
and complements group insurance and
retirement solutions.
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WHAT’S

NEW

WHAT’S

NEXT
UPCOMING
EVENTS

Please check out our event calendar
on our website for full details of events
happening in Kanata.
May 27 5–7pm
Kanata North Networking Evening
This month we are thrilled to have
the University of Ottawa Makerspace
joining us! Come experience firsthand
the thrill of making! 3D printers will be
on display, as well as other supplies
such as Raspberry Pi, Arduino and
their portable HandiBot CNC Router.
Also on display will be examples of
fabricate objects from their Makerspace. The goal of the Makerspace is
to bring people together to “investdesign-build”. Come join us on this
special evening right here in Kanata.

Starting June 2: Wednesday Lunch
Parties At The Community Hub!

Join us every Wednesday June to
September for our Wednesday Lunch
Party! Located on Legget Drive across
from QNX building. Look for the
Community Hub Sign.
They’re a great mid-day break with live
entertainment and a selection of food
vendors onsite. Check our website
each week for the vendor schedule!
Enjoy the outdoors and lunch with
your friends! Open 11:30am – 1:30pm
WANTED: Artists and Musicians!

Join The Marshes Golf League
A weekly golf night to get you out
to play and improve your game
while having fun! Consider joining
The Marshes Men’s League or the
Women’s Golf Society
Men’s League: Starting in April and
ending in October.
Women’s League: Tuesday Nights
May 5 to September 22.
Check The Marshes Golf Club website
for details on registration.
June 16: Investors Group Golf
Tournament
This year marks the 3rd Annual Investors Group Golf Tournament to benefit
the Kanata Food Cupboard.
For more details please contact
613.591.7639 businessdeveloper.
kanata@investorsgroup.com

May 28 & June 10: BIG BIKE RIDE
Join in the fun and support the Heart
& Stroke Foundation, and the local
teams that will be taking the challenge
of riding the Big Bike!
Get out for a great team building exercise and help raise funds for the Heart
& Stroke Institute. One bike. 30 seats.
20 minutes. 2kms. One great team
working to create more survivors!
Interested in submitting a team?
Contact Jeff Larocque at jlarocque@
hsf.on.ca

Interested in performing during our
lunch parties? Do you have a band or
know someone who would love the
opportunity to entertain the lunch
crowds on Wednesday afternoons?
Give us a call or contact us at info@
kanatanorthbia.ca for more details.
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JS COMMUNICATIONS INC.
REBRANDS AS “SYNTAX STRATEGIC”
PRESIDENT NAMED FINALIST FOR WBN OTTAWA’S
“BUSINESSWOMAN OF THE YEAR” AWARD
JS Communications Inc., a reputable
Ottawa communications firm based in
Kanata North, announced on April 17,
2015 that it has rebranded as Syntax
Strategic, effective immediately.

“Syntax Strategic is the next step in
the natural growth and evolution of
the company. We have an incredible
team of communication strategists
that continues to service our growing
client roster. I’m confident that the
rebrand to Syntax Strategic will enable
even more future expansion,” says
Jennifer Stewart, President, Syntax
Strategic.
Syntax Strategic will continue the work
of JS Communications Inc., offering a
wide breadth of strategic communications expertise and services, including
public relations, media relations,
corporate communications, digital
strategy, government relations and
advocacy.
“The word ‘Syntax’ represents the
arrangement of words and phrases
to create well-formed sentences in
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a language. As past journalists, our
team excels in professional communication and we apply this expertise
to all areas of a company’s communication strategy,” says Stewart. “We
look forward to this new era of growth
and are excited for our next chapter.”
Since launching JS Communications Inc. in 2010, Stewart has been
recognized for her success by several
magazines including Women of Influence, Distinctive Women, Powerful
Women, and Illuminessence. She was
also named one of 2014’s ‘Top 25
People’ in the Capital by Ottawa Life
Magazine.
More recently, Stewart was selected
as a finalist for the Women’s Business Network (WBN) of Ottawa’s
Businesswoman of the Year Award in
the Entrepreneur category, with the
winner set to be announced at their
annual gala.
“I am honoured to have been selected
as a finalist for the Businesswoman of
the Year Award. Organizations like
this further the strength and success
of businesswomen in our community
and I am humbled to be among such a
great group of women,” says Stewart.
With a sharp eye for business innovation, Stewart credits much of her early
success to being part of the Kanata
North business community.

Jennifer Stewart,
President and Founder, Syntax Strategic

“We have been based in Kanata for
our entirety, and have received a great
deal of support from being involved
with the community,” says Stewart. “I
picked this location strategically as it is
a major hub of growth and innovation
in Ottawa and I look forward to seeing
it continue to thrive.”

THE CAPITAL INVESTMENT TRACK (CIT) PROGRAM:
A STRATEGIC APPROACH TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
In 2014, Sanmina, a leading global Electronics Manufacturing Services (EMS)
company received notice that it would
have to vacate its location on Palladium
Drive in Kanata south to make room for
a new tenant. Sanmina’s forced relocation not only put the company at risk of
having to leave Ottawa, but presented
a challenge for the City as well, as it
could have consequently resulted in 390
lost jobs.
Thanks to the assistance of the Capital
Investment Track (CIT) program, under
which the Sanmina/Broccollini development is enrolled, Sanmina was approved
to move forward with its plans to build a
new two-storey building in Kanata North
in a timely and efficient fashion.

WHAT IS THE CAPITAL
INVESTMENT TRACK (CIT)
PROGRAM?
Conceived in November of 2013, the
CIT program is a customized service
for business development. It was established through support from the Mayor,
who directed staff to “roll out the red
carpet rather than red tape” for high
priority developments with significant
economic development impact.
The CIT Program helps businesses
reduce the time and costs incurred
when working on development projects.
Its focus is on facilitating approvals for
strategic development projects that
advance the City’s economic development priorities. The program guides
investments deemed a priority by the
Economic Development and Innovation Department (EDI), providing
timely and customer-sensitive service
through all aspects of the City approval
process. The Program also allocates City
resources toward strategic investments,
rather than on a first-come, first-served
basis. The purpose is to stimulate private
investment in commercial properties

in Ottawa and advance job creation
opportunities.
In Sanmina’s case, CIT’s assistance has
ensured 390 jobs remain in our community thanks to the ongoing construction
of the company’s new offices at 500
Legget Drive. Provided that certain
criteria are met, developers can enrol
in the CIT program and benefit from
City staff facilitating all aspects of the
development process, making it easy
and attractive to do business here in
Ottawa.

HOW DOES THE CIT
PROGRAM WORK?
A project, investment, or development
must first be nominated. The Mayor,
Members of Council, and City staff can
engage EDI whenever they become
aware of a proposal or project that
has the potential to impact economic
development. Business investors may
also nominate themselves to participate in the CIT Program. Nominees
are then assessed by the EDI to determine whether they meet the Program’s
requirements. Final determination of
eligibility rests with the Director of
Economic Development and Innovation.
The Capital Investment Track Program
(CIT) will classify a project, investment
or development as “strategic” based on
a combination of the following factors:
• the number of jobs being protected
and/or created (a minimum of 100 is
required);
• the quality of the jobs protected
or created (knowledge-intensive,
above-average remuneration);
• the sectoral benefit of the investment (contributing to Ottawa’s sector
strategies);
• the contribution to City tax revenues;
and

After the project is chosen, a member
of the Economic Development and Innovation Department will be assigned as
the Account Manager for the project
and will be responsible for guiding the
investment through the entire development process (i.e. planning approvals,
infrastructure needs, signage etc.)
The Account Manager meets with the
investment project manager (company
president or designate) to review the
project details and determine potential
contact points within the City. They work
with the client to ensure that all necessary information is conveyed to the
applicable Departments to ultimately
avoid delays and possibly accelerate
the process.
The program targets strategic applicants
rather than the “first-come, first served”
alternative as it will allow the City to
be able to better achieve long-term
economic growth and prosperity. This
means that existing and incoming businesses that will create significant wealth,
provide an increase in tax revenue, and
advantageous employment impacts
such as the creation or retention of high
quality jobs will be prioritized. The end
goal is to help sustain and enhance
municipal programs for the benefit of
all Ottawa residents.
Since its inception, the program has
enjoyed a high degree of success. The
program is successful because it helps
high priority developments proceed at
the speed of business. Through operation of the program, and feedback from
clients, the City has learned much about
what is needed to stimulate growth.
For more information on the program,
please contact the City of Ottawa’s
Economic Development and Innovation
Department at economicdevelopment@
ottawa.ca or call 1-855-688-2922.

• the success of the project being
dependent on timely completion.
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Q&A CORNER

BRUCE GREGORY,
CEO AT CORSA TECHNOLOGY
Q: WHAT TYPE OF CUSTOMER DO
YOU SERVE?

Bruce started his career as a design
engineer at Newbridge Microsystems
and has a long history of early-stage
startup successes across multiple
industries. As CEO of Corsa Technology, a startup launched two years
ago, Bruce and his team of co-founders
are preparing the company for the
next phase of growth.
Q: CAN YOU TELL US A BIT ABOUT
CORSA TECHNOLOGY AND
THE TYPES OF PRODUCTS YOU
OFFER?

Corsa is the leader in programmable
SDN switching, routing hardware
and Layer4-7 capabilities for Software Defined Networking (SDN)
and Network Function Virtualization
(NFV). We have engineered the right
architecture for a fully realized SDN
solution that delivers unprecedented
data control and network flexibility.
Our SDN OpenFlow data planes are
fully adaptive and scalable high performance networking routers specifically
designed to economically automate
and scale networks. The SDN data
planes solve forwarding problems
across the networks from data center
to desktop, and from cloud to device.
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Network architects and operators
looking for much improved network
economics and service delivery. We
offer network designers a solution that
addresses the limitations they face in
managing networks that are difficult to
configure, and do not easily scale for
size or speed. Our dedicated native
OpenFlow data planes, also known as
‘forwarding engines’ offer scalability
and real-time programmatic control
that can automatically manipulate
traffic patterns to meet the customer’s
demanding network needs.
We knew that Wide Area Network
(WAN) scale SDN capable hardware
was necessary to deliver the full value
of SDN, and we are ahead of the game
in providing innovative solutions to
meet the demand. Service providers
and high capacity telecommunications
networks see the benefits in our one
platform with multiple configurations
offered in our OpenFlow data planes,
and significant uptake has been seen
in the 100G platform.
Q: WHAT DOES THE RECENT
ANNOUNCEMENT OF AN
OVERSUBSCRIBED $16.5 MILLION
SERIES B ROUND OF FUNDING
MEAN FOR THE COMPANY?

It will enable us to grow and expand
the company, extending our lead in a
multibillion dollar market. We will be
hiring more, and building the infrastructure necessary to move forward
with plans for a major push in commercialization. Corsa is well-positioned
to be a global leader in SDN and
NFV technologies. We are excited
to be working with our new investor,
Roadmap Capital, as we bring the
DP6400™ family of advanced SDN

data planes to full commercial release.
Our investors see the traction we’re
getting in the marketplace, and the
broad base before us for our products.
We’re engaged across the spectrum,
bringing all the benefits of SDN to the
WAN in a platform that is affordable.
Q: WHAT’S IN STORE FOR CORSA
TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEAR
FUTURE?

Cost effective 100G WAN in a simpleto-deploy model is what the market
wants, we’re hearing it loud and clear.
Looking ahead, we are committed to
being a cornerstone in network architectures that alter and adapt real-time
to traffic patterns and user demands,
delivering huge increases in performance at a fraction of the traditional
cost. This is what’s driving our roadmap
and new products, from WAN core to
the network edge. For the day to day,
this means lots of new initiatives and
building up the right teams to make
it all happen. Corsa employs about 30
and has plans to double in capacity
within the next year.
Q: WHY IS KANATA NORTH A
GREAT PLACE FOR CORSA
TECHNOLOGY?

Kanata North is the heart of the hightech scene and with this comes an
energy and atmosphere of creativity
that inspires great new ideas. We
love being a part of this for both
what we can contribute and how we
can develop. It’s a great virtuous circle
of innovation that comes from being
closely located with other progressive
businesses.

THE KANATA NETWORKER
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HIGH TECH EYEWEAR FOR THE
LEGALLY BLIND CREATES BUZZ
WITH VIRAL VIDEO
back of the eye (retina) to deteriorate,
particularly in the area of the macula
where fine focusing occurs.

Located on the second floor of 535
Legget Drive in Kanata North is a small
R&D facility founded by a Canadian
electrical engineer with a passion
for innovation and a true love for his
sisters. The company is eSight—a
worldwide phenomenon thanks to
a YouTube video of a legally blind
woman in Guelph, Ontario wearing
eSight glasses that went viral earlier
this year.
In the video “Blind Woman Sees Her
Son for the Very First Time”, a young
woman, Kathy Beitz, is filmed in the
hospital wearing a pair of eSight
glasses, as she is handed her newborn
child. The emotional response touched
the hearts of millions as the video
spreads across news networks around
the world! In a matter of days the video
shot to over 2 million views and today
has been seen by 3,547,616 people in
countries as far as India and Japan. A
dream for any Canadian manufacturer,
the calls and emails came pouring in
from people who wanted the product.
eSight was founded by Conrad Lewis,
a technology guru and entrepreneur
known for his keen sense of exploration
and discovery. He was highly driven
in his pursuit “to fix the problem,” as
he describes it, and design a device
that would improve the loss of sight
suffered by his two sisters, diagnosed
with Stargardt disease. A degenerative eye condition that contributes to
the loss of central vision, Stargardt
causes light-sensitive cells in the inner
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eSight consists of three pieces:
a headset, carrier frames and a
computer. Together, they capture,
enhance and display a real-time videofeed that is optimized to the user’s
vision. Overall, eSight adjusts every
pixel of the video in real-time, without
any delay for the user.

eSight’s growth has been explosive
since the company’s commercial
launch in October of 2013. At a cost
of $15,000 for a pair of the electronic
glasses, the company has made it
part of its job to assist individuals with
fundraising campaigns.
As the product quickly gained attention in the media throughout North
America, eSight was featured on
several television programs. One of
those programs included CBS’ The
Doctors, when a 9 year old boy named
Ben was thrilled to receive a pair of
eSight glasses to help with his vision.
eSight was able to raise the money for
Ben’s glasses through their fundraising
initiative.
The glasses were also featured on the
Discovery Channel’s “Daily Planet”
where they explain the details of how
the technology works. But it was not
until earlier this year when the video
appearing on the CBC news went
viral—that awareness skyrocketed
about this amazing technology!

We contacted eSight to ask them what
business has been like since going
viral.
HOW HAS YOUR BUSINESS BEEN
AFFECTED BY THE VIRAL VIDEOS
ON YOUTUBE WITH OVER 3
MILLION VIEWS?
The tremendous increase in attention generated by our success online
has ensured that the eSight story is
reaching the greatest possible number
of individuals with vision loss possible.
As a result, eSight has fielded many
thousands of phone calls and emails
from individuals in need.
HAS IT LEAD TO AN INCREASE IN
SALES AND NEW BUSINESS FOR
ESIGHT?
eSight’s business continues to grow
and we are always looking for new
opportunities to bring eSight to
people in need. Right now, we’re
looking for corporate partners that
take an innovative approach to inclusive hiring and that would hire eSight
users as a part of their workforce.

IS YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE THE
GENERAL CONSUMER OR ARE
THERE OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
INTERESTED?
Ultimately, our goal at eSight is to
help people with vision loss achieve
functional sight and that’s the general
consumer. However, that goal is
not achievable without the help of
community resources, both public
and private, which means we need
to foster collaboration with various
health and public services. eSight is
working to develop those partnerships with partners such as major
employers, government agencies, and
not-for-profits that may be able to help
individuals use eSight.
DO YOU HAVE ANY NEW
PROJECTS OR PRODUCTS IN THE
PIPELINE?
eSight is always looking to innovate in
terms of both our technology and our
business. Our engineers are working
daily to make our fundamental tech-

nology better for users, which includes
everything from the underlying hardware and software of our system to
aesthetics. Just as important is our
work in building partnerships to
ensure that finances do not stand in
the way of users acquiring eSight and
using it to change their lives.
I SEE THAT FUNDRAISING IS
AN ESSENTIAL PART OF YOUR
BUSINESS – CAN YOU EXPLAIN
THE IMPORTANCE AROUND
SOME OF YOUR CURRENT
FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGNS?
Fundraising is essential precisely
because people with low-vision so
of ten face economic challenges
due to lack of opportunity. Working
directly with the individual to support
their local fundraising efforts is only
one line of work. More important is
reaching out to organizations that
can support those individuals so that
eSight can fit into the larger picture
of work, education, and life.

HOW HAS THE COMPANY
EVOLVED OVER THE YEARS?
Since our commercial launch in 2013,
eSight quickly built a strong community of early adopters. Now that we
have that passionate, engaged base
of users, we have shifted our focus to
building those partnerships that will
support many other individuals as they
look to eSight as a tool for improving
their lives.
According to a news reports eSight has
started work on getting the product
covered by the Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP).
eSight got their start in Kanata back
in 2006 where the company built the
original prototypes of their technology. Today, eSight continues to
conduct R&D and manufacturing in
Kanata. They now have multiple locations, with head offices located in
Toronto, and reach that covers North
America.

The Kanata Networker
Advertise with us today and reach out to our 2 000+ subscribers

Are you seeking any of the following?




Exposure to the Kanata North business
community to reinforce your presence and/or
to attract new clients
Getting your job ads out to the right folks: the
incredible talent pool right here in Kanata

Our subscribers are:





Your clients – and potential clients
Local business people, based in Kanata North
Decision-makers, senior management and
board members
Interested in technology and innovation in
Kanata North

Start advertising
now for as little as
$85!

In addition to our direct email subscribers:



Thousands access The Networker online
Our online visitors are senior and junior staff –
perhaps your new team members!

What our current advertisers are saying:
“This has been an invaluable tool for us. It enables us to
reach our target market directly at an incredible price.”

Who is reserving space now?
Restaurant owners | Childcare facilities | Tier one tech firms | Human resources managers

thenetworker@kanatanorthbia.ca
613-801-1069
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ENTREPRENEUR SPOTLIGHT:

ALLAN FOGET, SOBEYS FRANCHISEE
On Feb 26th Allan Foget, franchisee
of a Sobeys store in Kanata North, was
named Business Person of the Year at
the 16th-annual West Ottawa Board
of Trade’s People’s Choice Business
Awards. A month earlier at the Orléans
Chamber of Commerce Gala, he was
awarded Retail Business of the Year
at the Annual Business Excellence
Awards.

It’s not every day that we get to hear
about a truly inspiring “Rags-toRiches” story right here in our own
back yard. A modern day Peter Pan,
Allan Foget is “paying it back” every
chance he gets. An entrepreneur
from a humble beginning, his generosity and contributions to community
events and charitable initiatives have
earned him respect from many in the
community.

Together with his wife Joanne, the
Foget’s own two very successful
Sobeys franchises in Ottawa; their
Kanata location on March Road and a
second in Orléans on Innes. They have
helped raise donations of close to $1M
dollars towards community and charitable events, creating approximately
400 jobs and mentoring other small
businesses.
The Foget ’s have been proud
supporters of the University of Ottawa
Heart Institute Foundation, the Royal
Ottawa Hospital, local food banks, the
Rotary Club and several other philanthropic initiatives. In November last
year they received the Outstanding

Small Business Philanthropist Award
for their support of causes such as the
Heart Institute. Their sponsorship also
has a playful spirit, benefiting local
charities every time a power play goal
is scored by the Ottawa Senators.
Running a business can be extremely
challenging; however successful
business leaders don’t give up when
adversity strikes. For Allan Foget,
this was a feat all the more impressive given his history of substance
abuse. After entering a rehabilitation
program back in 1989 at the Royal
Ottawa Hospital he was determined
to get back on the road to success and
as Allan says, “try to make the world
a better place.”
Sobeys Inc. is a 100 % Canadian
owned company and the second
largest food retailer in Canada, with
over 1,500 supermarkets and accumulated sales of more than $16 billion
CAD employing more than 97,000
employees nationwide.

ALLAN’S TIPS FOR
ENTREPRENEURS
“Set your goals high! If you reach
for the moon and miss, you can
come crashing down to earth. But
if you reach for the stars… you
could always land on the moon!”
ALLAN’S 3 KEYS TO SUCCESS
1. Hard work
2. Hard work
3. Hard work

Allan Foget is presented with the Ottawa Business Person of the Year award by Kanata Chamber
of Commerce’s founding president, Gordon Smith, and WOBT Executive Director, Rosemary Leu
Photo courtesy; Adam Kveton/Metroland
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Perseverance in the long run
overcomes a lot, so don’t quit
before the Miracle happens!.

Operation Santa Clause! Allan Foget and soldiers from 33 Brigade Regiment at the Sobeys Orleans
BBQ Operation Santa Claus. Photo courtesy; Canadian Forces Morale and Welfare Services.

Q: WHY DID YOU CHOOSE KANATA
NORTH AS A LOCATION FOR
YOUR SECOND STORE?

I’m proud to be the franchisee of
the March Road Sobeys in Kanata
North. Our customers count on us as
the source for a wide variety of fresh
and great tasting products, healthy
and wholesome choices, sustainable
options and time-saving meal ideas.
Sobeys mission is to provide Better
Food For All to Canadians, and we do
just that at our store on March Road.
Q: WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE
KANATA NORTH COMMUNITY
AND DESCRIBE AS ITS GREATEST
ATTRIBUTES?

The area is on the verge of a boom
with new building developments
and business services moving in. It is
quickly becoming a sought after place
to live.
Q: WHAT’S IN STORE FOR THE
MARCH ROAD SOBEYS IN THE
NEAR FUTURE?

We are very happy to have just launched
the AIR MILES rewards program in our
store for our customers. Shoppers will
now be able to earn AIR MILES at all
Sobeys stores across Ontario.

KANATA NORTH COMMUNITY HUB

Wednesday Lunch Party
CALLING ALL HUNGRY PEOPLE IN KANATA

JOIN US!

EVERY WEDNESDAY JUNE - SEPT
11:30 AM - 1:30 PM
MORE DETAILS AT
WWW.KANATANORTHBIA.CA
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WITH

DAN + SHAY

AND SPECIAL GUESTS

&

CLICK HERE FOR
RESERVED GRANDSTAND SEATING
& GENERAL ADMISSION TICKETS

WES MACK

You.i TV Presents:
Technical Open House
May 21 from 4-7pm
2500 Solandt Road, Suite 310
We are the fastest growing startup in Kanata.
Hear from our team members who get to work with the
hottest new game consoles and mobile devices.
See the technology that powers the beauty behind
Sony Crackle on Roku.
Hear Jason Flick speak about our latest projects.

RSVP Today
to reserve your spot

CYPHERCOR INC.: A GLOBAL LEADER
IN TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION
SYSTEMS WITH LoginTC
Written by: Amie Kandalaft

Founded in 2011, Cyphercor Inc. is
a leading smartphone and desktop-based two-factor authentication
provider. In other words, they specialize
in helping companies protect themselves in cyberspace. Their flagship
product, LoginTC, is a mobile app
that can contain multiple tokens
allowing users to securely access
LoginTC-enabled websites, VPNs
and other corporate applications.
In early April, Cyphercor released
the “world’s first non-OTP (one-time
password) two-factor authentication Google Chrome app,” LoginTC
Chrome. Intrigued, we reached out to
Cyphercor to learn more.
WHAT IS LOGINTC?
LoginTC is an enterprise-grade, cloudbased two-factor authentication (2FA)
solution that leverages virtualization
and mobile investments to complement and protect existing IT practices
and infrastructure. If you think of security like an onion with multiple layers,
LoginTC adds an additional layer of
protection to a company’s access and
identity system without disrupting any
other layers. End-users simply install
the LoginTC app on their mobile
device’s (Blackberry, Apple, Android)
or PC’s Google Chrome, converting
their device or desktop into a strong
second factor credential. Future firstfactor (username/password) access
at tempts to a LoginTC-enabled
VPN or corporate application push
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a second factor notification to the
device. The rich app interface then
prompts users to Deny or Approve
the access request. LoginTC is built
to integrate seamlessly with any RADIUS-speaking appliance as well as all
major content management systems
and identity and access management
systems. For developers, there is also
a REST API option.
WHO DO YOU SERVE?
Companies ranging from SMBs to
enterprises as well as government
organizations already trust LoginTC.
Cyphercor also provides LoginTC
capabilities for free to educational institutions and non-profit organizations.
WHAT DIFFERENTIATES LOGINTC
FROM OTHER TWO-FACTOR
SOLUTIONS?
LoginTC provides a supremely secure
online experience, is easily scalable to
any number of users, and is the most
cost-effective two-factor solution on
the market. No additional hardware
or Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is required. By leveraging
secure push notifications rather than
SMS in comparison to a number of
solutions out there, LoginTC works
worldwide without the possibility of
incurring SMS or long distance fees.
Unlike SMS and OTP based solutions,
LoginTC delivers dynamic real-time
contextual information (no other
vendor does this!) alongside access
notifications (e.g. geolocation), which
integrate and enhance fraud detection
or threat alert systems while mitigating
phishing attempts. LoginTC supports
smartphones, tablets, iPod touch, and
desktops and laptops.

WHAT MAKES THE NEW LOGINTC
CHROME SO GROUNDBREAKING?
It eliminates problems associated with
OTP or PKI solutions, fills industry gaps
and gives the user choice of device
– smartphone, tablet, iPod touch, or
PC, which results in an enhanced user
experience and expands the reach
of 2FA due to diversity in business
preferences. This leads to better user
adoption and therefore increased
security overall.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF
BEING LOCATED IN KANATA
NORTH?
Kanata North provides an excellent
environment for work, recruitment and
networking with organizations that
share the same passion for Canadian
leadership in IT and cyber-security.
Our experience in the business park
has been quite positive and we are
planning to expand our offices and
recruit more people to work in this
area of the city.

MOVE IN TODAY
LUX URY

A PA RTM E N T S

613.499.2146

YOUR ALL INCLUSIVE LIFESTYLE

OWN IT TODAY
WilliamsCourt.com

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

or book for 2016
700 - 1500 Square Feet
Starting from
$1350 / Month

HVAC

ALL INCLUSIVE AMENITIES
No Additional Fees

LIVING

13’ x 17’

BEDROOM
9’ x 14’

FURNISHED GUEST SUITE
ALL APPLIANCES INCLUDED
W/D

DW

9 FOOT CEILINGS
IN-SUITE LAUNDRY

BATHROOM

AMPLE STORAGE
INDOOR SALTWATER POOL

KITCHEN
9’ x 15’

STAFFED FITNESS CENTRE
BARBECUE TERRACES

P

LOUNGE
GAZEBO GARDEN
LAKES & TRAILS
DINING
10’ x 9’

ENTRY

*835 Square Feet

TOUR TEN FURNISHED
MODEL SUITES
Grand Suites Available Upon Request

TA K E O W N E R S H I P O F Y O U R R E S O R T L I F E S T Y L E W H E N Y O U L E A S E A
L É P I N E A PA R T M E N T

LEASING CENTRE Mon-Fri 9AM-5PM, Sat-Sun 10AM-5PM. After hours by appointment.
1145 Maritime Way, Kanata | 613.499.2146 | WilliamsCourt.com

The Kanata North BIA
Networking Series

Wed. May 27, 2015
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
The Marshes Golf Club 320 Terry Fox Drive

Interesting People.
Intimate Setting.
The opportunities are endless.
Grow your network.
RSVP to info@kanatanorthbia.ca

CASI AWARDS COL. CHRIS
HADFIELD THE TRANSCANADA (MCKEE) TROPHY

The Canadian Aeronautic s and
Space Institute provides a platform
for networking, communications and
member engagement by hosting a
number of special events each year
that include national and international
conferences, workshops and symposia
which attracts delegates from around
the world. It also publishes two scientific journals that focus on the work
and accomplishments of Canadian
scientists and researchers.
The origin of CASI dates back to 1954
when the Montreal based Institute
of Aircraft Technicians, the Ottawa
Aeronautical Society, and the Canadian sections of the U.S. Institute of
Aeronautical Sciences amalgamated
to form the Canadian Aeronautical
Institute (CAI). It was in 1962 that

the Canadian Astronautical Society
in Toronto and the Montreal based
Astronautical Society of Canada
merged with the CAI to become the
Canadian Aeronautics and Space
Institute.

When Chris
assumed the
command of the
International Space
Station (ISS), becoming the first Canadian to ever command a spacecraft, he
became a source of enormous pride for
all Canadians—and obviously well-deserving of this award.

In 2004 CASI was awarded The Belt of
Orion Award for Excellence. Founded
by the Aviation Hall of Fame in 1988, the
Belt of Orion Award honours organizations, groups, societies or associations
who have made outstanding contributions to the advancement of aviation
in Canada.

Earlier this year, CASI announced all
five recipients for their Senior Awards,
mentioning they will be presented at
the Senior Awards Reception and Gala
Dinner on the evening of Wednesday
May 20, 2015 during AERO’15 – the
CASI 62nd Aeronautics Conference –
being held in collaboration with Green
Aviation Research and Development
Network (GARDN) at the Fairmont
Queen Elizabeth Hotel in Montréal,
Québec. For more information on
the AERO 2015 conference check the
website.

Each year CASI sets out to honour
outstanding achievement in Canadian
aviation and aerospace with the presentation of its Senior Awards handed out
at the annual CASI Awards Banquet.
Each award represents a specific
set of benchmarks and criteria that
candidates must meet in order to be
nominated. One of these is the TransCanada (McKee) Trophy, which is the
oldest and most prestigious award
in Canadian aviation. Established in
1927 by J. Dalzell McKee, the award
has been administered by CASI since
1971. This year’s recipient is Colonel
Chris Hadfield of the Canadian Space
Agency (retired). Hadfield embodies the
true spirit of exploration and discovery
and became a household name after
he shared his experience of life in
space via live videos over the airwaves.

The Canadian Aeronautics and Space
Institute’s Corporate Office is located
at 350 Terry Fox Drive, and they have
been in Kanata North for 8 years. “The
Kanata Research Park is an ideal location for our office as we are in close
proximity to major engineering firms
and space organizations like COM
DEV International,” explained Geoffrey Languedoc, Executive Director at
the Canadian Aeronautics and Space
Institute.

AERO 15
’

62nd CASI Aeronautics Conference and AGM
3rd GARDN Conference
Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth Hotel Montreal QC

19-21 05

The Canadian Aeronautic s and
Space Institute (CASI) is a non-profit
professional scientific and technical organization devoted to the
advancement of the art, science and
engineering of aeronautics, astronautics and associated technologies in
Canada. With over 19 branches across
Canada, it is the one organization that
represents the interests of Canadians
in the fields of space, aeronautics, and
remote sensing. Its members include
a variety of special interest groups
and Societies that cater to related
technologies.

Partnering globally for
sustainability
Partenariats internationaux
et développement durable

62 ème Conférence en aéronautique et RGA de l’IASC
3 ème Conférence GARDN
Hôtel Fairmont Le Reine Elizabeth Montréal (QC)
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PRESENTED BY

IN SUPPORT OF

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

MEDIA SPONSOR

TICKETS
NOW
ON SALE!

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 2015
AN EVENING OF LIVE JAZZ, OUTSTANDING CUISINE,
EXCEPTIONAL WINE & FIREWORKS—ALL WITH A SPLASH OF RED
BUY TICKETS & SEE DETAILS AT BROOKSTREET.COM/LUMIERE

